
 This project focused on the development of a 5 point 

sensor glove that provides real time tracking of the movements 

of a human hand. This data once collected is sent to a virtual 

system, Unity, to provide a visual reference of the glove’s 

readings. The glove uses 5 pressure point sensors attached to 

the outside of each finger, anchored at the tip and base. As a 

finger bends it will exert pressure on the sensor and transmit 

the readings over a dedicated conversion system to Unity to 

control the on screen representation of the data.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this project was to develop a wearable 

glove that can read the position of the human hand in such a 

way as to know which fingers are extended or contracted at 

any time. For the purposes of this project I planned to use a 

10 point sensor system that tracked the major joints on each 

finger, however later in the design this changed to a 5 point 

system. I chose this project because I have a great 

fascination with Virtual Reality technologies and would 

like to adapt my project at a later date to be usable with a 

virtual reality system. The specifics of this project were 

discussed with Dr. Alexander Nelson for the designation of 

using pressure point sensors vs linear actuators. This 

proposed system will allow a more accurate and detailed 

mapping of the human hand while making use of the 

available technologies. 

II. RELATED WORK 

At the moment there are not many virtual reality gloves 

available for the consumer market. There are a few sensor 

gloves currently in development with a few different 

companies but most are set to a ridiculously high price 

point. Manus VR
[1]

 has developed a VR glove but it costs 

upward of $1000 dollars for the development kit. I would 

like to develop a simpler and cheaper version that could be 

more accessible to the general public. For the scope of this 

project I have developed the sensor system primarily 

without the VR component. 

III. APPLICATION DESIGN 

My preliminary design for the glove’s sensor system 

consisted of 10 pressure point sensors that would register 

the position of each finger at its major joints. Upon 

experimentation and testing I was lead towards a 5 point 

sensor system instead to accommodate the Arduino I had at 

my disposal. To accommodate for differing hand sizes I 

implemented an open and closed hand calibration system to 

accurately register anyone’s hand position. For visual 

representation purposes I worked in the Unity Development 

Engine. By taking advantage of its assets I had access to a 

model hand that can be used as a visual representation of 

the glove’s movement, as well as an Arduino 

communication library. 

IV. APPLICATION DESIGN (GLOVE) 

As you will see in the images later in the report, the 

development of the glove took many concept iterations. 

Initially it started out using linear actuators to register 

finger movements, but after conversations with Dr. Nelson I 

was lead towards designing Velostat pressure sensors. 

Using the Velostat sensors required an analog output in 

order to obtain accurate readings. With access to the 

Arduino MKR1000 board I had access to only 7 analog 

ports. This led to adapting the design to a 5 point system 

over the initial 10 point system. The sensors themselves 

were made up of Duct tape, Conductive Wire and Fabric, 

and 3 layers of Velostat. The design for which was inspired 

by Plusea
[2]

. These sensors were wired as Voltage Dividers 

to individual analog ports in the Arduino which was fed to 

the virtual interface. 

 

V. APPLICATION DESIGN (VIRTUAL INTERFACE) 

The virtual interface for the project was developed in 

Unity. Kept quite simple for the purpose of the project a 

Virtual Hand model was imported with each joint in 

respective fingers coded to bend between a fixed range of 

angles depending on the readings from the Velostat sensors. 

Included in the interface are two calibration buttons, upon 

startup the user can calibrate the glove to read the open and 

closed state of the glove to further measure in-between 

states. 
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VI. RESULTS 

Currently the project is in its final-implementation for 

the current scope of the project. Below are the preliminary 

and final concept drawings for the glove’s design, along 

with the final implementation. 

Preliminary Concept 

 

Second Concept Design 

 

 

 

 

In order to stabilize the sensor locations to prevent 

them from accidently shifting in ways that could cause false 

readings, I have sewn the sensors at key points to a 

gardening glove. This has prevented the sensor from sliding 

around or bending in ways that are not intended. Currently 

using three layers of Velostat I obtained readings between 

190-225 in a Serial analog monitor. This kind of range is 

enough of a variation to provide adequate data points. 

After looking over a variety of different assets I 

decided to proceed with a Unity Asset called “VR Hands 

Animated with Ghost Shader” by Sakari Games
[3]

 as a 

design assist for this project. This will allow me to focus on 

the mechanics of making the motion tracking work rather 

than trying to develop the hands themselves in Unity. 

In order to have the Arduino board and Unity working 

together I have decided to use the Uduino
[4]

 Unity plug-in 

to ensure a simple and highly effective string of 

communication. Uduino is a plug-in designed to allow 

Arduino coding inside of the Unity interface. This allowed 

me to focus primarily on the functionality of the glove itself 

rather than fighting with communication issues between the 

two parts. 

After multiple attempts and experiments with the 

Uduino system I ran into a few concerning problems. 

During about half of my early trials with running the 

Arduino with Unity my application froze mid-run and 

crashed. After further testing I found it to be a minor 

initialization issue that could be resolved by plugging the 

Arduino USB connection in after the program was started. 
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VII. FUTURE WORK 

Now that I have a baseline prototype for further 

development, I can start working on ways to incorporate 

more points of interest in the glove. This would allow for a 

more natural reading of the hand’s motions instead of 

relying on predictive data. Further development would also 

include a more stable wiring system. This would entail 

soldering connections to a permanent board to remove the 

alligator clip connections used in the prototype. 

Another feature that is well within the reach of 

improvements lies in the inclusion of a spatial tracking 

device. Currently existing 3
rd

 party trackers exist through 

the Vive and Oculus Rift VR systems. Including a tracker 

and mapping the hand in 3-dimensional space would be a 

viable next step in the glove’s development. However with 

the need for additional range of movement it would also be 

necessary to set up a wireless connection between the glove 

and computer. 

Lastly, I would like to find a way to better anchor the 

sensors to the glove. In their current state they are fine for 

short term demonstrations, however the thread used has 

proven to be quite weak over extended used. 

VIII. DISCUSSION 

As a final project I am quite happy with the results I 

achieved. I look forward to continuing the Sensor Glove’s 

development. Right now the glove works well for 

demonstration purposes, but I would like to enable its use in 

a true Virtual Reality environment.  
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